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15 April 2020: 75 years since the liberation of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp: No international
ceremony in Germany; Message of Israel President Rivlin; and a new official Israeli stamp to mark the
historic event
On April 15, 1945, the British Army liberated the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, the largest on
German soil. The world was shocked at the sight of thousands of unburied corpses scattered everywhere,
and thousands of skeletons. 60,000 people were crowded in the camp barracks, most of them seriously ill,
starving, thirsty, exhausted and on the brink of death. Their families were murdered and brutally burned in
Nazi concentration and extermination camps. From January to April 1945, 35,000 people died in BergenBelsen. Due to the harsh conditions 14,000 of them died of starvation and disease in the first days after
liberation. Many of them were a last remnant of their family.
Bergen-Belsen was the only one which, upon its release, became a DP camp and the center of activity of
the Holocaust survivors in the British zone. It became a model of the initiative of the survivors, who
created a Jewish self-governing system - 3 years before the establishment of the State of Israel! – and of
national organization of the Holocaust survivors and the struggle for Aliyah to Eretz Israel.
With the immigration of thousands of Belsen survivors to Israel, including many of the leaders of the
Bergen-Belsen Central Jewish Committee, and for the first time in the world, our Bergen-Belsen survivors'
organization was established in Israel in 1949, and remains active to this day. The Israeli organization is
the largest of its kind in the world, with hundreds of survivors and next generations.
Memorial ceremonies to mark 75 years of the Liberation of Bergen Belsen in April 15th, planned this year
in Germany with the presence of VIPs from all over the world, were canceled and a symbolic ceremony will
take place with the participation of the Prime Minister of Lower Saxony; the President of the National
Association of Jewish communities of Lower Saxony; and the Director of the Lower Saxony Memorials
Foundation.
Israel President Reuben (Ruby) Rivlin published a personal letter to the Bergen-Belsen survivors: "You, my
dear survivors, are the heroes of the Holocaust. You've built a national and a private home, created
families and new lives, realized dreams, and inspired the nation and the entire world. Your activities of
remembering the Holocaust and its victims are a moral command and model for future generations."
The official Israeli Holocaust Day Stamp for 2020 is dedicated - as the State of Israel's homage - to the
unique phenomenon of the Bergen-Belsen DP camp. This chapter, unfortunately, disappeared between
the pages of history. The stamp shows the declaration of the Central Jewish Remission Committee during
the first congress of the Holocaust survivors in Bergen-Belsen as early as September 1945: "Open the gates
of the Land of Israel!" This poster also appeared on the cover of the festive issue of the Bergen-Belsen
Yiddish magazine "Unzer Sztyme" - "Our Voice". This newspaper appears also today in Israel and is
distributed around the world.
For more details:
The organization's chairman, Shraga Milstein, +972-54-688-2575, +972-9-958-2575. Shraga was liberated
at the age of 12 in Bergen-Belsen.
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